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4. Keys to applying the Owning It process

This chapter is intended to help you develop your abilities to apply the Responsibility Process
Model in your own life. We will give you a very powerful yet simple tool you can use to support
yourself in making any change you wish to make in your life. We give it to you in support of

applying the Responsibility Process Model. We will also offer you the three critical keys to

applying the process. These keys are awareness, intention and confront.

A Tool for Personal Change and Discovery

Most of us have experienced sudden and dramatic intentional change, that is, dramatic change of
our choosing.  For instance: a three-pack-a-day smoker who suddenly lays down cigarettes and
never is tempted to pick up another.  Or, an obese person who stops eating a bag of chips mid-

bag, crumples up the remainder and throws them out, then never considers touching another fried

food for ten years. Or the leader who catches herself mid-sentence chewing out a subordinate,
stops, apologizes and never again speaks with disrespect to someone in her charge.

That kind of change is impressive, however it’s probably not the norm. For most of us, personal
change involves a process of trial and error over time in which we seem to fight against counter-

intentions or conditioning that may be keeping us stuck in patterns we wish to change but don’t

know how. Finally freeing ourselves from these unwanted ways often looks and feels like an
immediate and dramatic change, but it is also likely to have been a long and gradual process that

culminates in a final “getting it” (i.e., “as ising” or as it truly is) and all the intentions and
behaviors fall into line for us and we feel much clearer and outwardly appear much different. But

in order to do all that, we had to stay in the gradient without it working completely.

Many of us attempt to make big changes, experience rapid failure, and quit, resigned to live with
the unwanted pattern. Since we recognized it as something we don’t want, and our attempts to

change it went wrong, then we probably slide into a Position of Irresponsibility about it and stay

there. We justify obesity based on metabolism or lifestyle. We feel bad that we can’t quit
smoking. Or we feel bad that we yell at our kids or abuse our workers, but we don’t know what
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else to do. We justify our lack of a job or income on the economy, or the Democrats, or the

Republicans. We obey the inhuman rules of the workplace in order to keep our job and our
paycheck. Or we justify dominating our workers in the name of marketplace competition and

providing jobs.

What we all need is an effective way to approach desired personal change without making

ourselves wrong when an attempt is unsuccessful. Such a way would support us in climbing

above the line when we find ourselves below it, and encourage us to continue to hold an
intention to make a change we want to make. There is such a tool and it’s actually quite simple.

You’ll be amazed when you learn it and even more amazed when you put it to work for yourself.
We call it [do we have a name for this?] and here is how it works.

1. Notice what personal change you intend.

2. Catch yourself not following your intention.

3. Correct immediately.

4. Forgive yourself for not following your intention.

5. Commit to catch yourself sooner next time you don’t follow your intention.

For short, we refer to the process as “Catch yourself, correct, forgive, catch yourself sooner.”

Here’s an example. One time recently I didn’t enjoy hearing myself speak to my children the
way I was speaking.  I thought I was overly harsh and I obviously was making them wrong. If I

couldn’t tell by listening to myself, I could tell by observing their response. So I decided I

wanted to be gentler in the way I communicate with my children. Two days later I caught myself
raising my voice to them and criticizing their actions. In mid-stream, I remembered my intention

to be gentler, thus catching myself not following my intention. I stopped.  For a fleeting instant I
felt bad – I went to shame -- and then I popped up above the line. Now that I analyze it, I

probably also spent about a hundredth of a second each in Lay Blame (they made me yell at

them), Justify (I’ve told them a thousand times before), the Shame I mentioned (I know better
than to do what I’m doing), and then Obligation (I’ve got to yell at them or they won’t change),
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but it was the shame I most noticed.  As I said, I did pop above the line, and I sincerely forgave

myself for allowing my well-trod pattern to take precedence over my new intention. I did commit
to catch myself sooner should there be a next time.

So that is the process as it is practiced and all you really have to pay attention to. Interestingly,
the process doesn’t end there. Once you have applied the process you tripped an internal search

for the conditioning, the confusion, or the counter-intentions that are holding the old pattern in

place. By forgiving yourself, you also allow yourself to see yourself successfully demonstrating
the new intention. You build a supportive self-concept. For instance, by catching myself,

correcting (and getting the result I wanted from my communication with my boys) and forgiving
myself, I developed a new idea for my self-concept. That new idea is a vision of myself being a

gentle Dad while also demanding a different result or behavior from my sons without making

them wrong. At the same time, I noticed that I started a sort of internal search for what would
cause me to be ungentle and of course I discovered that I have expectations, what I call

“shoulds,” for how my sons should behave. I also discovered that I justify my being ungentle

also because they “should know better” since “I’ve told them a thousand times.” When these
come to the surface I simply own that they were choices I used to make and that I can now make

different choices in the future.

Awareness

If you have read to this point and recognize as accurate the Responsibility Process Model, then
your life is already on a path toward greater responsibility than it was before you read this book.

Why? Because awareness of the Positions of Irresponsibility is the first key to applying the
model and living more of your life above the line.

Awareness of Lay Blame

Think about the awareness you now have.  Whether you like it or not (i.e., whether you think it’s
right or wrong for you), you do now realize that every time something goes wrong, you will fall

below the line. It's the nature of the mind it seems. The first conscious place you will land is "lay
blame." In order to notice that you are laying blame, you have to be aware and recognize "I'm
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laying blame, I am blaming about what’s not right, I'm blaming some else." When you do that

and know that you are giving away your choice, power and freedom, you are likely to ask
yourself something like "How am I creating, choosing, or attracting this?" "How is it really me

and not them?" When you do that, you stop blaming. You actually take away from yourself the
irresponsible position of Lay Blame in that instance. You refuse to blame someone else for your

predicament. Thus, awareness is the key in working this model. Your awareness of what it feels

like, sounds like and looks like to be in Lay Blame invites you to ask a different question of
yourself. Instead of “Who did this to me?” you ask yourself, “How is it that I’m choosing,

creating, or attracting this?”.

Try it. Try Laying Blame on us right now for making you examine your life in a new way. Say

“My life was just fine before Avery and McCarley came along and made me aware of how I’m

not always owning it!” If you are like most people who try this, you immediately feel the
ridiculousness of laying blame and you won’t let yourself do it. Awareness really is the key.

Awareness of Justify

As soon as you stop blaming - however long it takes, from microseconds to years -- watch for
how the mind will start justifying. Again, awareness is the key. You already know a good deal

about what Justify sounds like and feels like. Mostly it sounds and feels like a reasonable excuse
for why you don’t really have to own it. The key awareness is excusing yourself for not owning

it. As we write, the United States is entering the third year of a recession in which I’ve joked that

my business—the speaking and consulting business – is a “leading indicator.” Why? Some of
our lines of business took a nosedive a couple of years ago and have not recovered. In some

areas of our business we’ve been promoting more and more with less and less return. I’m
extremely tempted to climb on the bandwagon with everyone else and loudly justify “it’s the

economy!” I’d be justified in doing so wouldn’t I? The bad economy is the reason for my

business being way off. Or, the bad economy is my good excuse for my income being way off.
It’s certainly nothing I’m doing wrong, it’s just the economy. There’s nothing I can do about it.

When I recognize I’m excusing myself for being in this position by making up a story, even an
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extremely compelling story that everyone else is also buying into, that’s when I become aware

that I’m in justify.

[Teach the distinction between a true explanation and a justification. There’s a fine line and that

line is owning it versus not. When you own it, you ask questions about how you got yourself
here. The answers comprise your explanation. I.E., I designed a business that it hooked to the

economy and then I expected the economy to defy the laws of energy – that everything in

universe happens in waves – no straight lines.]

[Justify is a great drug, a huge silent power and freedom killer. We are Justification Maniacs!

Expound, Where?]

When you and I become aware that we are in Justify, we again start asking a different question,

just as we did when we became aware that we were in Lay Blame. We ask, "How is it me?"

"How am I creating, choosing or attracting this?" In my case, I respond that the truth is I
designed a number of services that are easily cut out of squeezed corporate budgets and only

slowly added back in when times are better. Thus I designed some lines of business that can only

enjoy good times when the economy is truly healthy and corporate budgets are plump. I did it. I
designed this business that way. I created it and it was my choice. I actually attracted this

revenue situation!

Awareness of Shame

And then I feel bad. You will too. It’s the nature of the mind and the Responsibility Process

Model predicts it. As soon as your mind quits justifying, you'll start asking yourself questions
about how you are creating this situation for yourself. And, sooner or later you’ll start getting

answers to how you are creating, choosing or attracting your current position. If you are asking
the questions from the position of Justify, then your answers will come in a predictable form.

Your internal dialog will tell you how you've done it wrong, made a mistake, screwed it up.

Basically, the internal dialog you will encounter is “here’s what’s wrong with you.” “It’s your
fault.” When that happens you know you are in Shame. If there is any hint of self-blame or

assigning fault to yourself, then you are in Shame. Again awareness is the key. Understand that
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every time something goes wrong, you will go below the line, and you will go to Lay Blame. If

you are unwilling to stay there, you will move to Justify. If you are unwilling to stay there, you
will move to Shame. The more you are aware of the Responsibility Process Model and how it

works, the better able you will be to recognize when you are below the line and engage in the
thinking and operating that will help you climb above the line.

In Lay Blame and Justify we think and operate as if we are “at effect” and the “cause” is “over

there,” external to us. We call that externalizing the cause. When you move from Justify to
Shame, you begin to recognize some of the role you played in creating the problem, so you

aren’t completely externalizing the situation. However you don’t completely own it because you
aren’t currently at choice. You can’t say “I want this now” so you are still below the line. Shame

is not a very resourceful position.

So much of the world believes that Shame = Responsibility. In business, when things go wrong,
we go on witch-hunts, dredging up the past, in order to find the responsible parties. When found,

we publicly rebuke them, throw them in the penalty box, shame them, or summarily execute

(fire) them. That’s also sometimes called “holding them accountable.” In some religious sects,
we’re taught to be ashamed for our humanness, for original sin, and for our being born sinners.

Those believers get a lifetime of conditioning to be in Shame. That’s not terribly empowering.
This conditioning is common in many cultures. Mother guilt, father guilt, son guilt, daughter

guilt, we’re all taught to be ashamed for the worry and trouble we bring to God and to each

other. Why? We would speculate that it’s an excellent position from which to control someone.
“You should feel ashamed for what you’ve done (so you will obey me)!” Managers speak these

words, parents speak these words, teachers speak these words, religious leaders speak these
words (in the name of their deity], you and we have spoken these words. All in the name of

control. That’s not freedom, choice or power. That’s just control.

Think of all the ways you’ve learned to associate feeling bad and faulting yourself with taking
responsibility. You could create a list, a very, very long list. And many if not most of the

authority figures in your life would be on that list.
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Stories abound about shame. Here’s one. I once knew a man who had very successfully

navigated life as a loving husband, father, and extremely enterprising salesman for a Fortune 10
company. Stories abound about how this man overcame sales obstacles for the company. In one,

he discovered the reason his company couldn’t sell office copiers (in the 1960’s) was because
salespeople—actually salesmen in the 60’s-- couldn’t take them to the customer the way they

could cart other office products to the customers’ offices to demonstrate them. This man leased a

fancy motor home (when motor homes were a novelty), removed the beds, installed a couple of
copiers, drove it into the customer’s parking lot and invited the secretaries to come have coffee

and bring all their copying needs with them. Of course he sold out his territory’s annual quota in
weeks, then took the motor home on the road to other territories. When I met him, he had piles of

money and could choose any marketing job in his company and live anywhere in the world he

wanted to live. He lived like an aristocrat. One day, he was telling me about a real estate
investment he and his wife made that was not working out at all. It was costing him a fair amount

of money. He went on to say that he thought maybe God was punishing him for not being a

better Catholic and for being a bit too greedy in life. He was definitely in Shame.

Today, I heard a news bit on the radio about spouses – mostly wives – of service men and

women called to the Middle East. The man being interviewed ran a financial counseling service
for these spouses to help them with the extra burden of managing all of their household’s

finances while their mate is overseas. He sounded so patronizing when he said that he didn’t

want these people to feel bad when he told them that the reason they were in such credit card
debt was because they just didn’t know better. I couldn’t help but think that he had a “low cost”

solution to their problem – the problem of being in Shame for being in debt. I wanted these
people to understand the Responsibility Process Model so that could apply their own awareness

of their Shame to making responsible choices.

Again, awareness is the key. Know that when you are in Shame, you are below the line and you
can ask yourself how you created this predicament for yourself. You can invite yourself to stop

feeling bad by instead discovering what you can learn about the situation. Or, you can just plain
refuse to allow yourself to wallow in the guilt that you don’t deserve and that does you no good.

It only serves to keep you stuck – trapped – controlled by the authority’s assignment of fault.
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Awareness of Obligation

When you no longer allow yourself the feelings of Shame, the questions you then ask yourself
about how you got into this mess will lead your mind to attempts to get you out of Shame by

telling you what you "should" do. When you follow that advice, you'll be in Obligation. The
dialog might sound like this: “I have to sacrifice my weekend with my family to go to the office,

and I have to go to Boston next week because somebody in this office has to take responsibility

for paying the salaries.”

The position of Obligation is a most dastardly and troublesome position in the Responsibility

Process Model. Why? Because it truly seems like Responsibility to most of us. In fact, for most
of us, Obligation=Responsibility. But it is a pseudo responsibility because we are not yet truly

owning it. Here’s a test. Think of something you feel obligated to do. Now ask yourself if it is

truly what you want to do. Is it? If your answer is not clearly “yes” then you aren’t truly owning
it. You are not owning your power and ability to choose, create and attract. You are likely aware

that you did something to get into the situation but you now feel trapped rather than free. If it’s
not what you truly want right now, then you are not truly owning your power and ability to

create, choose and attract.

Society, business and religion celebrates Obligation. We so admire a sense of duty. Authorities
of all types tell us to obey. We love it when, in an ethical dilemma, people “do the right thing.”

That’s “taking responsibility” we say. And, we condition ourselves to Obligation. “I know you

don’t like it Honey, but you have to go to school.” That conditioning seems very helpful to our
employers later on in life when we chant our mantras about how many more years we have to

work before we can retire: “16 year, 3 months and 14 days and I a-m f-r-e-e!”

We adore Obligation so much we’ve designed ways to supposedly support people in pursuit of

Obligation. Most of these ways all end up looking like some form of advice, but they vary in

sophistication. The least sophisticated and hence most straight-forward is simply the request for,
or offer of, advice. “What do you think I should do?” “Let me tell you what you should do.”

Notice the common word “should.” Be very aware of your thinking and operating around the
word “should.” Just know it has to do with advice and advice has to do with Obligation. More
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sophisticated forms of advice come in tools and systems. In business, we have “benchmarking

best practices” in which we go to some entirely other context that looks kind of like our context,
and we study how they do something so that we can learn how we “should” do it too. Sometimes

we adopt some of these best practices so we will think and operate just like they do in that
context over there. Sometimes we dismiss the practices because they don’t fit at all in our

context. Sometimes we implement those best practices in our different context and find that they

made things worse for us. Advice can do that.

I’ve never known Bill to give anyone advice. If he wants to share a way of thinking or operating

with someone who has some sort of problem, or maybe even is seeking advice, Bill will also
couch any idea he has in a context and, not as advice, but as one way to see something or to think

about it [help here Bill – what’s your principle at work?]. I still give advice. I’m doing it less and

less. It’s obviously an imbedded pattern and I am slow to change it. I should catch myself giving
advice, correct, forgive myself, and catch myself sooner(!!!).

I moved to a small town a couple years ago and have been slowly getting acquainted. A few

months ago I was at a coffee shop and met a leader in our church and community. We were
acquainted but had not spent much time getting to know each other. He’s pretty gregarious, so he

launched our conversation with this question: “So, do you think I should buy my sixteen year old
daughter a car?” I was absolutely dumbfounded and wondered why he would ask this of me. I

thought, gosh, I’ve never had a sixteen year old and never had to address this issue for myself as

a parent. I know how my parents treated me with regard to the issue. I know nothing about this
man’s context, about his family’s values and priorities. Wow. I have no earthly idea about

whether he should or shouldn’t buy his daughter a car. But, I don’t think he wanted all that from
me. He was just wanting to swap opinions over coffee, something we do all the time. He was

socially shopping for advice so he could eventually make a “well-informed” decision. Ther truth

is, such a way of thinking and operating could keep him from doing the type of true examination
of his choices and preferences that leads to a responsible decision about a car for his daughter.

Guess he didn’t get any advice from me. I’d like to be that helpful to more people who think my
opinion might inform their situations that aren’t working.
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When you are in Obligation, you’ll notice by your thinking and acting that you resist and even

may resent the object of your Obligation – your job, your marriage…. When you find yourself
resisting or resenting what you “must” do, then that awareness will lead you to ask yourself, "Is

this what I want?" If the answer is "no," it's even clearer you are in Obligation. Then you ask
"What do I really want?" When you find out and do what you want you'll be above the line.

Awareness = consciousness = growth

Intention

A second key to applying the Responsibility Process Model is intention. If you truly intend to
exercise your power and ability to chose, create and attract, then you will. You will align all of

your energies and resources toward exercising your power and ability to chose, create and attract.

You will likely learn and study the Responsibility Process Model. You will make distinctions.
You will be increasingly aware of being either above and below the line and you will note what

each feels like and which feelings you want to experience more off. You will probably connect
the Responsibility Process Model to other ideas in books and talks that support your growth and

learning. Your awareness will continue to expand in the direction you truly intend. If you don’t

truly intend to exercise your power and ability to choose, create and attract, then you probably
won’t practice and hone your awareness, you won’t make distinctions for yourself and you won’t

examine your feelings when you are above and below the line. You’ll go on accepting your
thinking and operating below the line without thought.

An intention is something you truly want to do, not just something you think you might like to

do or say you want to do in order to please yourself or someone else. Intention is an impulse.
Intention is the will, the wanting, the desire to do something. It is a very real idea or postulate

that exists in your self-concept or your sense of self. Intention is not simply the verbalization of
some desire such as “I want to be responsible.” Intention is the “carrier wave” of your human

energy to which that verbalization is attached. It is the impulse. You can state supposed

intentions all day long, however if the words are not attached to a true desire, a true wish, a true
intention, then the words will be meaningless.
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Intentions need not be verbalized to exist or be powerful. Everything we do in life is the result of

an intention. You don’t go around saying “I intend to survive today,” yet if your house, school or
office building caught fire with you in it, your impulse to survive would energize you and

support you in rapidly organizing all of your available resources.

[Do we talk here about intention/counter-intention? This seems to be a little bit “meta” and

moving us away from intention as a key to owning it.]

The great power of owning it

The great power of owning it is that you ask different questions. In the section above on
awareness as the first key to applying the Responsibility Process Model, we showed that each
time you become aware of your position below the line, your search process for making things

right in your life changed. You asked a different question the moment you became aware of your

position below the line.

Search to explain what’s not rightPosition of Irresponsibility

Not owning it Owning it

Lay Blame Whose fault is it? How am I creating the
situation I’m blaming on

them?

Justify Why is this really okay? How am I creating the
situation I say I’m not?

Shame Why I’m to blame? How am I setting myself up to
feel this way?

Obligation Why should I do this? How am I creating that I

should do this?
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Do you intend to own it?

What’s your true intention with regard to applying the Responsibility Process Model and own
your power and ability to choose, create and attract? If you found, purchased and read this book,

all on your own, then you probably have some sort of impulse to own it. If you resonate with the
Responsibility Process Model, then you also probably have some desire, some wanting, that the

model aligns with.

If, when you ask yourself whether you intend to own it, you notice some strong feelings arise,
perhaps in the pit of your stomach, perhaps in the flush of your cheeks, or you quit breathing for

a moment, then you are experiencing the relationship between the second key, intention, and the
third key, confront.

Confront

The third key to applying the Responsibility Process Model is confront. If you are not familiar
with this term used in this way, it probably sounds a bit weird to think of confront as a key skill.
We often think of confrontation as an undesirable thing, and we think of someone who is very

confrontive as pushy or imposing. We certainly don’t like to encounter people who are

confrontational. So the word confront has a bunch of negative connotations stacked against it.
How could confront be a good thing?

If you look it up in the dictionary, you will find this definition: The ability to face. Or, perhaps,
the ability to face easily and directly. The third key to applying the Responsibility Process Model

simply is the ability to face yourself and what you have and what you want and how you’ve

created, attracted, or chosen how you have it.

At a Tony Robbins event I attended, Tony told the audience he had programmed himself to

respond with “then I must” whenever he heard himself think or say the words “I can’t.” What he
was talking about was confront. Not long after that, my wife asked me for the fourth year in a

row to teach Sunday School for two year olds. For three years in a row I had successfully evaded

her request with some quick thinking so again I justified to her with my nose ever so slightly in
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the air “Dear, I realize the reason you ask me is because I am a teacher, but you know, I

specialize in adults.” “That’s a load of crap,” she responded, and then she said the words that
triggered it all, “What are you afraid of?” And I began to say “I can’t see myself in a room full of

two year olds.” As soon as I heard myself those words “I can’t” then I knew I must. Tony had
planted a little program in me too to help me confront my simplest fears. I’m now happy to say

that I spent two years teaching Sunday School for two year olds and I no longer have any

concern about walking into a room full of two year olds. I’ve developed many more choices
about how to respond that I had a few short years ago.

What is

When you apply the Responsibility Process Model you invite yourself to face what is true and
not true about yourself, or, more simply, what is and what is not. You cause yourself to clear

away the confusion (what is not) and see what is. Why? When you see things as they truly are,
you are more likely to take appropriate action than when you see things as they are not. And

taking appropriate action is what owning it is all about.

However, looking to see what is can be very uncomfortable to do because we tend to be invested

in holding onto our current sense of things, however aberated that sense is. We don’t see our

sense of things as confused, we see it as safe, as what we know. We are exposing and disrupting
our comfortable way of operating and thinking. When you apply the Responsibility Process

Model you expose yourself as having “bought in” to that comfortable way of operating and

thinking. Yes, you free yourself from that trap, that’s the good part. And, you also remove your
safety zone, the fact that in this comfortable way of thinking and operating, you found some way

to feel safe else you would not be there. Somehow I felt safer not facing a room full of two year
olds than diving into a room full of two year olds. When you face it and expose it, then you are

left with an unknown: how am I going to think and operate now?

When your intention to own it is strong, and then something goes wrong so you go below the
line landing first at Lay Blame, and you become aware of being at Lay Blame, then, by asking a

different question you begin a search for what is (or, what truly is). Searching for and finding
what is makes you face the truth of having been thinking and operating according to what isn’t.
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In theory, it's that simple. In practice it goes against everything you've been taught or been

conditioned to do or be. Your sense of identity is caught up in staying the same. That's why it is
so confrontive.

Everyone has a conditioned response below the line.

When you start confronting what is and what is not, you will probably discover that you have a
Position of Irresponsibility where you tend to dwell. We believe this is a result of conditioning.

Some of us are conditioned to Lay Blame. We might have some patterning for victomhood. If we
are especially drawn to right/wrong thinking (who isn’t?), to debate or to taking polar positions

on subjects, we might be conditioned to see our problems as completely caused by others who, of
course, are wrong in our eyes. One of the largest and most authoritative problem solving systems

in our world is the courts. Lay Blame is a fundamental element of the process. In our work with

lawyers we’ve found many of them to have extremely rigid views of right and wrong as well as a
strong preference for Laying Blame. Politicians tend to display this sort of conditioning as well.

When we become aware of our Laying Blame and begin examining not just individual instances
of LayBlame, but entire life patterns of Laying Blame, this gets to be pretty confrontive to our

conditioned ways of thinking and operating.

[How do we get conditioned to justify?]

Subordinates of all types are conditioned to Shame. Anyone who has ever been in a position of

being corrected by a parent, teacher, boss, or other authority such as a priest, minister or bishop,

has likely been Shamed by them. If this activity occurs enough, then the process of operant
conditioning will soon remove the need for the authority figure to do the shaming. You make a

mistake, something goes wrong and you go to Shame.

When we become aware of the amount of Shame we experience, again, not just individual

instances but entire sequences and patterns of Shame that control us, this too confronts our

conditioned ways of thinking and operating.
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How do we get conditioned to Obligation? We decide what others should and should not do. You

should go to school and you should like it and you should make good grades so you should get
into a good college where you should make good grades so you can get a good job with a good

company where you should be a good employee. Mostly what you've been conditioned to believe
is that a good person does what you are supposed to do because a good person operates out of

obligation. It's very confrontive when in obligation to ask yourself what you really want. And,

that's why it's so freeing when you do it. You suddenly feel at choice, and fee and powerful.

Undoing all of this conditioning is challenging, and, the benefits—freedom, choice, power,

authenticity, reduced anxiety, awareness--are worth it.

It’s Not Getting It that takes time

There’s a common theme in personal learning and development that “getting it,” whatever it is
one is trying to get, takes time. Marshall Thurber, the friend and mentor to Bill who introduced

Bill to the Responsibility “flip chart” as it was called then in 1987 [accurate date?], clear up
some confusion and aberrant thinking for us around that concept. Marshal said “Getting it

happens in no time. It’s not getting it that takes time in one’s education.”

This we know to be true. The faster we are willing to confront what is and what is not, the faster
we get it. No confront. No gain.

What happens when you apply the Responsibility Process Model?

As we’ve alluded to everywhere throughout this book and even in the title, there are a number of
profound and highly desirable personal benefits that accrue when you apply the Responsibility

Process Model. And you don’t have to wait very long to enjoy them. They begin to accrue

immediately.
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Awareness/Consciousness

The most immediate benefit is expanded awareness. You gain increased awareness every time
you apply the model, and the gains accrue over time as you use the model more and more so that

you become a much more awake, alive and conscious being.

Personal Learning

Another immediate benefit is personal learning. When you apply the Responsibility Process

Model to whatever is not right in your life experience, then you begin to own your power and
ability to choose, create and attract. You begin to see things as they truly are and that gives you

confidence in yourself to take appropriate action.

Choice

The Responsibility Process Model assumes you are already doing what you want. You’re just not

owning it when things go wrong. That means you are and have been frequently choosing at more
of an unconscious rather than conscious level. So the more you practice the model the more you

move toward conscious choice. You get to practice choosing rather than “having to.” You also
get to see how many choices are available to you in ever instance.

Reduced Anxiety

As you practice making only choices that support you, you clear away conditioning, confusion
and counter-intentions, all of which create emotional stress. You experience much more having

what you want and wanting what you have. Your anxiety dissipates and is replaced with a sense
of survival and satisfaction.

Freedom

Living in Obligation feels like you are in prison. So part of what you recognize is it's your
prison. As you truly exercise your power and ability to have what you want and want what you

have, you begin to feel like you get to do what you want. You don’t feel trapped, and more
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importantly, you won’t allow yourself to get trapped. So you feel freer which generally leads to

feeling happier.

Authenticity

As you see more and more of what is true in your life about your power and ability, your ego is
humbled and you have little need to pretend as much so that you feel okay. You feel more real to

yourself. You begin to feel truly okay about yourself. You stop making yourself wrong. You stop

making others wrong. You get to be free from shame and guilt. You are no longer constrained by
the same circumstances that constrain others.

You are free to choose.

Power

You experience the ability to do what you want, when you want, how you want.

Who can use The Responsibility Process Model?

Everyone of sound mind can learn and apply the Responsibility Process Model. Even children
can. As soon as there is a mechanism for communication, someone can begin to own their

choices.

Is this the only way to freedom, choice and power?

Goodness no. It is a way, a way that requires no special beliefs because everything can be
experientially demonstrated.

Can it be used in association with other ways?

Definitely. Many practices support expanded awareness, personal learning, choice, reduced
anxiety, authenticity and such. An abbreviated list might include various forms of counseling

(coaching, psycho-therapy, emotional clearing), study (seminars, workshops), meditation, body

work (massage or Rolfing, for example), movement (Yoga for instance), nutrition, and spiritual
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growth. As long as a practice supports and informs another, and as long as you experience the

gains in functioning that you seek, then the Responsibility Process Model can absolutely be used
in association with other ways.

Many of our most intentional clients do engage in other practices such as the ones mentioned
above. These people both demonstrate and report accelerated gains in their functioning and they

attribute the acceleration to multiple practices supporting one another.

We also engage in other practices as long as they support us. When we no longer receive gains
from these practices we re-evaluate their benefit to us. And we are always open to examining

new ways of knowing and understanding.


